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Intro
Hello and welcome, 
In this issue : Results of WRC Turkey, ERC Cyprus and CFR Rallye Coeur de France.
Good reading !

Results
World Rally Championship: Turkey
Another rally back in the calendar, Turkey will be a though rally to pass without damaging the 
car.

WRC
After the stageof Marmaris, joan take the lead and push back all others attacks, hubertos lost 
his second place in SS5 after a hot moment and drop down to 5 th. Riry who inherit form 2nd 
place didn’t succeed to resist from Juhopack, behind G.Ros had to resit from multiple 
menaces but he keep the 6th place.

After an interesting Leg2 and a battle between hubertos and Juhopack, the duo came back at 
8 seconds on joan and 9.5s separate the Polish from the Andorran. Riry and mimowrc loose 
pace, the Malagasy driver finish the day at 57s of the lead and the Bulgarian is 20s behind.

Final Leg nothing to say, gap are stable until the Power Stage where mimowrc leave the road 
and let Riry and G.Ros end the rally in the Top5.





WRC-2
Normally in a Super Special Stage, the drivers made the show for the spectators and stay safe 
on the attack, Fan Adriam in difficulties broke a wheels and have to retire form Leg1.
pepeta was battling with PouletGrille for 2nd place when he leave the road and offer the 
podium to rauldetramo, leading but not by much Alexander Burns made a mistake loosing 40 
seconds and 5 places, a mistake that is partially repaired at the end of the first Leg1 the 
Argentinian came back to the 3rd place.

After a strong Leg2 Alexander Burns take the lead from rauldetramo who take it from 
PouletGrille, ekstatiker is a little bit behind and Federico Vega is 5th.

Sunday Alexander Burns won all 4 stages of the day and create a gap of 48 seconds, but 
more interesting is the battle between PouletGrille and rauldetramo, the positions change on 
all stages and the final stage to the advantage of the Malagasy take the 2nd place for one 
hundreds of a second after 161 kms ! ekstatiker too careful let Frederico Vega surprise him 
and lost the 4th place.



JWRC
In R2 class WATATAGUI dominate the rally, Baloussy was 2nd before leaving the road in SS14,
francolopezf take the 2nd place and lost it just before the final stage where Echelon was fast in 
the final day, Chato is 4th and Zio Pino a bit behind is in 5th place.



European Rally Championship: Cyprus
Part of WRC (formally), ERC and MERC (Middle East Rally Championship), Cyprus Rally isn’t 
the most easy rally of the calendar, very sandy and broken road, this rally could be interesting. 

ERC
hubertos quickly show he is faster than everyone else, in SS2 mimowrc followed by Bartas 
were the first to get surprise. In SS4 G.Ros in a train of Andorran lost his 3rd place in the profit 
of Hug.
hubertos under the pressure of Juhopack during all the rally managed to resist until the SS11 
where Juhopack take the lead but the Polish fight back and won the Cyprus Rally by 2 
seconds.



ERC-2
Still a few registration in Production class, Bretal is the first leader in front of mcdaros who 
can’t keep up with the rhythm imposed by the Spanish, behind AssurGus is a minute away 
from the lead and comfortably ahead from the rest of the production car leaded by the Porsche 
GT+ of Zio Pino

Victim of a puncture Bretal drop a minute and a place, a puncture that will happen in the same 
stage again and another minute and place lost.
mcdaros take the lead and AssurGus the second place Bretal has dropped down to 3rd, Zio 
Pino still 4th, grey and letoto complete the final ranking.

ERC3



French Tarmac Championship: Rallye Coeur de France
Welcome in the region Centre for a recently promoted rally into the national championship, the 
Rallye Coeur de France is the next one !

General
Juhopack is the first leader and multiple driver succeed them self at the second place, 
rauldetramo, hubertos, WATATGUI, but the most impressive is G.Ros with is BMW 318 
Compact F2/14, Juhopack can’t match the makeshift BMW on the fast and narrow road of the 
Rallye Coeur de France, G.Ros take the lead on the first stage of Leg2 and dig an impressive 
gap for this type of car.
Both Andorran are in the first and second place, raudetramo is 3rd, hubertos finish 4th and 
JCW37 was fast enough in the second the leg 2 to climb up to the 5th place !

Michelin Trophy



Clio R3T Trophy



Other
Ads

We're looking for testers!

 Give your feelings for new cars  Tests of new SS

 Compare them with those of the same 
class

 No Beugs

 Felt on 3D  Correct the possible cuts

 Good placement of the exterior 
elements of the car ...

 Your feelings about possible 
improvement.

If you are interested, meet on the discord or otherwise you can contact djess on the forum ! 

Discord link:
https://discord.gg/awF2TQ

RallyeSim needs Marshal !

I didn’t mention it but it’s very important too, RallyeSim also needs Marshal !
You won’t waving a flag unfortunately but you will have to take the role of several real marshal.
- Check the Setups, if they are legal.
- Check the times, is they are correct and possible.
- View the replay, reported and sanctioned the cuts and also the dangerous driving.

Contact Maverik on the forum to become a RallyeSim Marshal.

Remember, like IRL, if we don’t have Marshal, we don’t have races.



Calendar

Week 49 from 30/11/2020 to 06/12/2020
Stable  Rally Madinina ? ?  Rally Carribean Challenge
   Prealpi Trevigiane ? ?  Campionato Italiano Rally
Stable  Szilveszter Rallye ? ?  Alpe Adria Rally

Week 50 from 07/12/2020 to 13/12/2020
  Rajd Barborka ? ?  Polish Rally Championship

Stable  Rally d’Iverano ? ?  Campionato Italiano Rally
Stable  Final Chateauroux (Cf. 10) ? ?  Coupe de France des rallyes asphalte

Road Book of the Final at Chateauroux







Skin of the month

Ford Fiesta MK8 R2T Cais/Žáková Barum Czech Zlin Rally 2019 (by miniasca)
https://ti1ca.com/r3myxysm-FiestaR2T19CaisBarum19-FiestaR2T19CaisBarum19.rar.html

Skoda Fabia R5 Colferai/Mosele Rally Citta di Scoze 2020 (by GRR skin)
http://www.mediafire.com/file/xtkr7orlodrbnxl/Skoda_Fabia_R5_Evo_Colferai_Scorze_2020.rar



Do not hesitate to return to this magazine and if you want to share screenshots of your career 
mod rallies send them on the dedicated subjects in the Screenshot section of the forum or by 
PM. (If you wish a brief comment can be add).

Neuville RBR
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